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Abstract
The increasing incidence of lung disease and progress to end stage respiratory failure has focused
attention on the need for lung assist devices. Hollow fibre membrane technology has reached
clinical stage and is currently the most widely used when gas exchange of native lungs fail
completely. In translation research, three areas of enquiry have emerged, namely, bioengineered
lungs, microfluidic technology and photocatalytic oxygenation of blood; these technologies are yet
to reach clinical trials. The present photocatalytic oxygenation review has twofold purpose: the
first, is to summarize the overall trajectory of lung assist device development, the second, is to
describe the evolution of the concept of photocatalytic oxygenation as a potential method of
increasing oxygen content of blood. The efforts so far have realized a proof of concept and a 6%
increase in the oxygenation of blood with Titanium oxide and Indium tin oxide (TiO2 + ITO) thin
film photocatalyst. Photo Hall effect technique is employed to quantify the photocatalytic efficacy.
This article reviews fundamental concepts as well as the progress made thus far and presents the
challenges that need to be surmounted to realize the full potential of the technology at the bedside.

1. The need for oxygen as a bio-energetic fuel

The generation of oxygen by algal photosynthesis and the subsequent spike in oxygen levels of the
atmosphere after the great oxygenation event (GOE) around 2–2.4 billion years ago helped establish oxygen
as the most potent electron acceptor available. The significantly enhanced efficacy of aerobic over anaerobic
of energy production set the stage for evolution to usher in the diversity and complexity of life on earth.

Central to the optimal functioning of the human body is the steady supply of oxygen to the tissues and its
utilization by the cells for both ATP production (to do work) and heat production which in mammals and
birds helps maintain their body temperature within a narrow range even in temperate and polar regions.
Concomitant with oxygen utilization is the need to eliminate the carbon dioxide (formed as a result of
cellular respiration) to the atmosphere to close the symbiotic cycle with plants.

2. Physiological aspects of gas exchange

In human, the heart and the lungs together form an integrated unit that has as its prime function the delivery
of oxygen from the atmosphere to the cells and the return of carbon dioxide produced from cellular
respiration to the atmosphere; this transportation is facilitated through the hemoglobin in the red blood cells
of the blood. The proper functioning of the cardiopulmonary unit helps maintain oxygen and carbon
dioxide levels that cells are exposed to within the physiological range. Exposure to cells to an excess or
deficiency in either oxygen or carbon dioxide is associated with a variety of disease states.

The two basic aspects needed for optimal oxygen delivery to the blood are the gas exchange, the
movement of oxygen into the blood stream and the reverse direction and ventilation the ability of carbon
dioxide to move air into and out of the lungs from the atmosphere. Gas exchange is a function of the
alveolar-capillary membrane in the lungs. Ventilation depends on the optimal and collaborative functioning
of the central and peripheral nervous system, musculoskeletal system (diaphragm, muscles of chest,
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abdomen neck and the ribcage) and the tracheo-bronchial tree. More details of the design factors that
influence the vascular network on gas transfer mechanism are given in reference [1].

A multitude of diseases can affect the above systems to produce a loss of the gas exchange mechanism.
Lack of supply of oxygen could result from disruption of normal ventilatory gas exchange or circulatory
mechanisms and the degree of insult (mild symptoms of heart or lung failure to death) would depend on the
speed and the depth of response of compensatory mechanisms. The lack of oxygen supply could be sudden
(acute) or result from a steady loss of function over months or years (chronic) or the extrapolation of the
former on the latter (acute on chronic).

3. An outline of some common diseases associated with poor oxygen delivery and its
clinical impact

Acute respiratory failure with a sudden loss of gas exchange capability can occur in a wide range of diseases.
It is a typical presentation of severe Acute Lung Injury (ALI), a clinical condition that results from a
pathophysiological response in the lungs to a variety of acute diseases like trauma, pneumonias, bleeding,
etc. It accounts for about 10% of Intensive Care Unit (ICU) admissions, however during epidemics such as
swine flu [2] it can overwhelm critical care facilities. The mortality in severe ALI is around 40% [3].

Chronic respiratory diseases include Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) from both
smoking and non-smoking etiologies, air pollution related lung disease, interstitial lung diseases and its
associated impaired gas exchange with subsequent failure of the right ventricle as it is called upon to work
against an increasing pressure gradient accounts for significant mortality, morbidity and health related
economic burden [4].

The cornerstone of treatment of ventilatory failure is positive pressure ventilation (PPV). The therapeutic
value of PPV is limited in the face of a failing alveolar capillary interface in the lung. In addition the
movement of air under pressure via the ventilator can cause trauma to the lungs which is in itself associated
with an increased mortality and morbidity [5].

Current therapy is limited to ventilatory or gas exchange support in acute clinical situations. In chronic
disease management involves medicines, aerosol nebulizers and physical rehab in the early part of the disease
and oxygen therapy and lung transplantation for advanced stages.

4. Lung assist devices in clinical use

The evolution of lung assist devices from Schroder [6], von Frey and Gruber [7] to the present day has had a
remarkable trajectory [8–13].

In short, it involved exposure of blood to oxygen or air in the gas phase (film oxygenator), or the
introduction of oxygen into the blood phase (bubble oxygenator) or the physical separation of blood and gas
with a barrier (membrane oxygenator) [14, 15].

The membrane oxygenators forms the basis for current oxygenators employed in the clinical use. A
variety of materials from cellulose to synthetic polymers have been used but polymethylpentene (PMP) has
emerged as material of choice in the present day oxygenators. Gas is passed through the lumen of hollow
fibres and blood courses through the outside of these fibres facilitating gas exchange. The two basic
configurations of the interface involve pores (0.3–0.7 µM) in about half the surface area of the fibre. This
allows direct contact of the blood with gas phase initially but a membrane quickly develops as blood flows
leading to a physical barrier. The second method has a physical polymer membrane that separates the blood
from the gas phase at all times. The above innovations have increased the life of an oxygenator from hours in
the case of bubble oxygenators to days to weeks in the present day Extra Corporeal Membrane Oxygenator
(ECMO) devices [16].

5. Efficacy of current gas exchange support devices versus natural lungs

The current gas exchange devices are but a shadow of what the natural lungs can achieve (table 1). The basal
oxygen consumption is around 250 mls min−1 which is well within the efficacy of current oxygenators.

The use of ventilators are associated with complications such as pneumonias, hemodynamic compromise
and trauma to lung parenchyma. Gas exchange devices that provide extracorporeal life support are associated
with bleeding, stroke, sepsis and disseminated intravascular coagulation [17].
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Table 1. Comparison of dimensions and performance of oxygenators with natural lungs.

Oxygenator Lung

Surface area for gas exchange 1.3–2.5 m2 160 m2

Average distance of RBC from oxygen >1 µM 0.7 µM
Peak exchange rate 450 ml min−1 2000 ml min−1∗

∗ highest recorded in humans is 7000 ml min−1

6. Areas of research in lung assist technology

There are three main areas of scientific enquiry can be identified in the lung assist technologies. The first
involves bioengineering of lung tissue. This is accomplished by providing a scaffold on one side of which
epithelial cells (the alveolar or air sac component) is cultured and on the other side the endothelial (capillary
or blood vessel component) is cultured. The scaffolding could be entirely organic or synthetic or a hybrid.
The process involves preserving the a cellular connective tissue scaffold of the lung (allogenic or xenogeneic
in origin) after de-cellularisation and subsequent re-cellularisation with epithelial and endothelial cells on
the scaffold [18, 19].

The second makes use of microfluidic technology and hopes to create a microenvironment that mimics
the function of the alveolar capillary membrane—the so called ‘organ on a chip’ [20]. The potential
advantages are the ability to create blood channels that use capillary action and laminar flow thereby
reducing resistance to flow and the possible elimination or reduction in use of pumps. This may attenuate
some of the complications in present day devices. The main hurdles in the above two methods are lack of
clear understanding of the factors and mechanisms that ensure adequate embedding and proliferation of
stem cells in the scaffold. In the case of the hybrid construct the hydrophobic nature of materials like silicone
repels the cells and prevents cohesion. Bioengineered lungs while having demonstrated feasibility of cell
survival have not yet adequately quantified gas exchange function [21].

The third area is the photocatalytic oxygenation. Photocatalysis is an established phenomenon: wherein,
the light energy is used in the presence of a catalyst to split water into oxygen and hydrogen. Blood plasma
contains 70% of water. The oxygen released from the photocatalysis of plasma is picked up by hemoglobin
without any barrier (figure 1). This oxygenation technology has the potential, depending on the efficacy, to
be used either as an assist or even complete replacement of the lungs. The efficacy of the process depends
upon the material aspects of the photocatalyst and the charge transfer process across the catalyst—liquid
interface [22, 23].

This is an emerging concept in the oxygenation of blood and this is the main topic of the present review.
The proof of this concept has been worked out by Authors’ group [24–26] and the group of Dr. Richard
Gilbert [27–30].

7. Basics of photocatalysis

The photocatalytic process consists of light (photons) of a suitable wavelength that generates an electron
-hole pairs in the catalyst (a semiconducting material); the electrons are responsible for reduction of water to
generate hydrogen and the holes initiate oxidation to generate oxygen. However, due to the difference in the
energies in the oxidation and reduction mechanisms and the effective available electrons and the holes for
these oxidation—reduction reactions, the general observation is that reduction process dominates over that
of the oxidation. Thus, the requirement for oxidative process is to generate more number of holes with
reasonably higher energy to overcome the semiconductor—liquid interface energy that participates in the
photocatalytic process.

8. Oxidative photocatalysis

It is well known that the a photon (of energy higher than that of the band gap energy of the semiconductor)
incident on the semiconductor, an electron—hole pair is generated; these electron—hole pairs travel to the
surface of the catalyst and reacts with the liquid (electrolyte). The holes reacting with the liquid at the
semiconductor—liquid interface produce OH

∗

and these OH
∗

with complex reactions produce oxygen
molecules.

There is a vast literature on the oxidative photocatalysis. Among the several materials, the nano metal
oxides and the plasmonic structures (having exceptional electronic, thermal and optical properties along
with their biocompatibility) have attracted significant attention [31, 32]. Some of the recent nano metal
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Figure 1. Concept of photocatalytic oxygenation of blood.

oxides like NiO nano sticks [33] and Co3O4 spinel nano particles show good promise for green chemistry
applications [34].

The requirement of the photocatalysts for oxygenation of human blood are: (i) hemo compatibility, (ii)
highly smooth surface of the catalyst (thin film) such that the blood constituents (red blood cells, white
blood cells and platelets etc.,) do not stick onto the catalyst surface, (iii) the oxidative photocatalysis reaction
should not swing the pH of blood below 7.35 and beyond 7.45 and (iv) the surface of the photocatalyst
should not form any barrier coatings due to blood flow (for re-usability), (v) the oxygen produced in the
photocatalytic process should not contain any reactive species and (vi) the photocatalytic efficacy should be
reasonably high (band gap engineering).

Authors focused on ITO, TiO2 and WO3 thin films (prepared by reactive DC Magnetron sputtering
technique) to work on the proof of concept of oxygenation of human blood, mainly because of their
expertise and knowledge in these materials. These metal oxides are biocompatible [32, 35, 36].

All the prepared thin film photocatalysts have been characterized for their structural, morphological,
electrical, and optical and photocatalytic properties. Rhodamine Dye has been used for oxidative
photocatalysis experiments prior to the blood experiments.

9. Proof of concept of photocatalytic oxygenation of blood:

The possibility of using photocatalysis for blood oxygenation was initially established in static microfluidic
[24, 25, 27], microfluidic [30] constructs and subsequently in a dynamic circuit [26]. The main challenge in
conducting the oxygenation of blood by photocatalysis is the design of the photocatalytic reactor and a
(clinical) circuit that does not allow any external oxygen. The details of the experimental protocols (for using
blood) and the circuit for dynamic flow of blood are given in references [24] and [25]. The blood gas
parameters (pH, Saturation Oxygen: SaO2 etc) during the photocatalysis process are recorded by CDI
Terumo blood gas monitor. The average (for over 25 experiments) percentage improvement in oxygen
saturation (SaO2) in dynamic experiments was shown to be around 6% employing ITO/TiO2 thin films [26].
The preliminary results (unpublished work from the Authors’ laboratory) on ITO/TiO2/WO3 thin films
show higher oxygen saturation (>9%), however, these results need more experiments for confirmation (WO3

is well known material for water splitting).

10. Photocatalytic reactor

The photocatalytic (PC) reactor (figure 2) consists of a hollow quartz tube (length 250 mm and diameter of
25.2 mm and thickness of 1 mm and outer surface area of 175 cm2). The photocatalyst thin films (ITO/TiO2

and ITO/TiO2/WO3) have been deposited on the outer surface of the quartz tube. Blood flows on the thin
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Figure 2. Design and internal construction of Photocatalytic reactor for oxygenation of blood.

films (the flow rate of the blood is controlled by a pump; these pumps are made by MC3 consultants,
Michigan, USA).

This thin film coated quartz tube is enclosed in a polymer casing of a F5 renal dialyser (Fresenius Kabi,
Germany) that has been modified by coring out the fibres and has been provided with air-tight inlet and
outlet connectors for the blood to flow. The light source (UV lamp of wave-length 254 nm and 6 W; Sankyo
Denki, Japan) inserted into the quartz tube such that the light from the source is transmitted through the
inner surface of the quartz tube and passes through the photocatalytic thin film; this design eliminate the
possibility of any direct exposure of blood to the UV light. Most of the light is absorbed in the photocatalyst
and whatever remains passes through the blood. The volume of the reactor is 175 ml. The details of earlier
experiments and of the photocatalyst are given in references [24, 25].

11. Brief details of the materials used

The thin films of ITO (of thickness t= 450± 5 nm, optical band gap= 3.48± 0.02 eV and sheet resistance
(Rs) ~ 120 ohms/square) and TiO2 (t= 50± 5 nm, optical band gap= 3.82± 0.02 eV) were deposited at
room temperature ~300 K (by reactive DC magnetron sputtering) on the outer surface of a quartz tube. The
TiO2 thin films were annealed at 870 K for 60 min (in inert atmosphere) to obtain anatase structure. During
this annealing, indium metal decorates TiO2 surface. The distinctive features of these composite films lie in
their oxygen deficiency and unique electron–hole pair separation ability.

12. Quantification/efficacy of the photocatalytic process

A preliminary understanding of the photocatalytic process may clarify the approach towards quantification.
The light intensity is a measure of the number of photons and the wavelength specifies the energy of the
photon. The basic process of photocatalysis consists of: (i) generation of electron—hole (e-h) pairs in the
photocatalyst with the excitation wavelength (having an energy higher than the optical band gap of the
photo-catalyst), (ii) transport of these e-h pairs (after undergoing recombination and scattering in the
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photocatalyst lattice) to the catalyst—liquid interface and (iii) a charge transfer process across the
catalyst—liquid interface producing hydrogen and oxygen with several intermediate steps. Each of these
steps need be quantified with precision. It may be noted that a quasi- equilibrium is attained when the
generation rate equals with that of the recombination; at this quasi-equilibrium, the Fermi levels move
towards the valence bands.

The actual photocatalytic process across the semiconductor—liquid interface is determined by the charge
transfer process [23] which is highly complex and is beyond the scope of this review.

It is well known that the photo generated electron—hole pairs encounter several defects (recombination
centres)/traps and only a fraction will reach the semiconductor surface; even in this fraction only those
electrons and holes having enough kinetic energy participate in the charge transfer process across the
photocatalyst—liquid interface to complete oxidative and reductive reactions producing oxygen and
hydrogen respectively. It may be noted that the reactions are rate constant controlled (generally of the first
order kinetics).

Traditional Chemists quantify the photocatalytic activity (for monochromatic wavelengths) by the
Actinometry experiments [37]. The other approach of quantification (from Semiconductor physics point of
view) for a thin film photocatalyst is to measure the (i) incident photon flux (at the wavelength the
photocatalysis is being conducted) with a conventional flux meter, (ii) the number of photo-generated holes
(minority carriers) reaching the semiconductor surface by conventional photo Hall effect experiment and
(iii) the number of oxygen molecules produced in the liquid (by optical absorption measurements); generally
any Dye (like Rhodamine) is used. Precautions to be exercised are: (i) to keep the intensity of the incident
light constant, (ii) the photocatalyst thin film should be uniform across the entire surface and (iii) the pH of
the liquid before starting the experiment should be kept constant.

For 100% efficient photon- material interactions, every photon produces an electron—hole pair. The
efficacy of the photocatalyst materials being used is less than 5%. Design of new materials with higher
quantum efficiency in electron—hole production and less number of defects may enhance the photocatalytic
efficacy.

The Authors reported the quantification of the photocatalysis in blood experiments by measuring the
photon flux and correlating the number of photons to the number of oxygen molecules produced [26]. The
incident wavelength is 254 nm. The measured average photon flux (Thor labs PM100A, Dachau, Germany)
on a bare quartz tube surface is: 19.08× 1015 photons cm−2 sec−1; the flux measured on the ITO/TiO2

coated tube surface is: 9.095× 1015 photons cm−2 sec−1. Thus 9.98 (~10)× 1015 photons cm−2 sec−1 are
absorbed by the photocatalyst. The number of holes generated in the photocatalyst is measured with photo
Hall effect experiment (details in appendix A). Extreme caution is to be exercised while measuring the hole
density, the minority carriers. One can calculate the efficacy by measuring the number of dye (Rhodamine)
molecules oxidized.

Photo Hall effect (Lakeshore HMS 7604 with Quantitative Mobility Spectrum Analyser (QMSA)
software) measurements (with 254 nm light) have shown that in six hours, the hole concentration reached a
steady state is ~1017 carriers cm−2 and the Hole mobility is ~1 cm2 V−1 s−1 (unpublished data).

Summary on quantification by Photo Hall effect with Rhodamine Red dye oxidation (appendix A):
Efficacy of photocatalytic process: 0.442× 10−2%.
The quantum efficiency of the photocatalyst: 0.056%.
The efficacy can be improved with nano metal oxides that produce large number of holes with sufficient

energy to participate in the charge exchange process to produce oxygen.

13. Oxygen species produced in the photocatalytic process

Photocatalytic process produces several oxidative intermediates (like the hydroxyl radicals and singlet
oxygen, etc.), produced during the photocatalytic activity forming hydrogen peroxide, superoxide, and
hydroxyl radicals.

Generally, the process of photo-generated electron-hole pairs in the presence of the catalyst (TiO2–ITO)
may be represented by the following intermediate steps [26, 30, 38]

TiO2
hν
→TiO∗

2 (1)

TiO∗

2 →h+ + e− (2)

The photo-generated electron (e−)—hole (h+) pairs reach the catalyst surface-liquid interface; at this
interface, two prominent reaction routes are possible: the hole can interact with surface bound molecules
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(water or dye); electrons were captured by oxygen molecules adsorbed on the film surface to give superoxide
radicals [26, 30, 39].

h+ +H2O→ ȮH+H+ (3)

O2 + e−→O−

2 → Ȯ−

2 (4)

The study conducted by the Authors with isopropanol and benzoquinone clearly indicated the presence
of the formation of superoxide and the prepared TiO2/Ti–ITO catalyst can in situ generate oxygen molecules
[39]. The conventional method to detect any reactive oxygen species is Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
(EPR) experiment. What is needed in the oxygenation of blood is oxygen molecules only.

14. Reusability of the photocatalyst

TiO2-ITO thin film photocatalysts have been studied for their re-usability. Photocatalytic performance with
twelve consecutive cycles for Rhodamine Red and three cycles of blood clearly indicate that the catalyst is
reusable without much loss of performance. It may be noted that the repeatability cycles were performed
after a resting time of 8–10 h between each cycle, which may aid the equilibration of electron hole-reset to
bring the material to its original condition (appendix A). Upon repeated usage of 60–80 times, there is a
slight decrease in the catalytic efficiency (5%–8% decrease), which could be due to surface damage probably
due to scratches or mechanical abrasions during handling and cleaning. Overall, the prepared catalytic films
have been found to be special class of materials, which need further investigation for a better exploitation in
various applied fields.

15. Challenges and opportunities in the photocatalytic oxygenation of blood

Having proven the concept of oxygenation of blood by photocatalytic process, one desires to enhance the
efficacy of the process so that it can be used as lung assist device.

The foremost challenge is to enhance the efficacy of the photocatalytic oxygenation process to reach
250 mls min−1: the basal requirement at rest of an average adult. The fond hope is that with new materials
and material design methodologies and new efficient white light sources in photocatalysis, the requirement
can be met with.

Caution must be exercised that the photocatalysis process should not produce Reactive oxygen species
(ROS) as final products; there is evidence that these reactive species could be harmful [26, 30]. The
production, quantity and the nature of reactive oxygen species produced in photocatalytic process needs
more detailed study.

The harmful effects of UV wavelength in causing DNA damage have been well described, more recently
with the emergence of multi-drug resistant bacteria the use of UV light as potential therapy is being
re-evaluated [40, 41]. The intensity and dose will require further study and refinement and the possibility of
visible light photocatalysis as an alternative must be investigated.

As the incidence of lung diseases increases with its attendant mortality and morbidity, it becomes
imperative to seek solutions that are safe, durable and affordable. The question as to which of the
technologies will emerge as a forerunner or indeed if they will converge and result in a composite device is
one that only further research and time can answer.
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Appendix A

Photo-conductivity and photo Hall effect [42, 43] can be used to quantify the photocatalytic efficacy. The
conventional Hall effect experiment measures the concentration and mobility of majority charge carriers in a
semiconductor [44]. When a light of higher energy than the band gap of the semiconductor is incident,
electron-hole (e)–(h) pairs are generated; the minority carrier concentration increases significantly
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Figure A1. Electrical Resistance measurement (using conventional measurement system) performed on the entire ITO/TiO2

photocatalyst tube of area 175 cm2. The resistance is measured when UV 254 nm light is on and off.

depending upon the incident light intensity, band gap and absorption coefficient of the semiconductor.
When majority and minority carriers differ by one or two orders of magnitude, models such as Quantitative
Mobility Spectrum Analyser: QMSA) are to be used in estimating the minority carrier concentration and
mobility [45].

The photoconductivity experiment on ITO/TiO2 photocatalyst is conducted (using source meter Keithley
SMU 2400) with a conventional set up with an accuracy of 0.1 ohm. As soon as the UV light of 254 nm
wavelength is incident on the photocatalyst, the resistivity shows an exponential decay (figure A1) and
reaches a constant values after 2000 s. When the illumination is turned off (at 3600 s as shown in figure A1),
the resistivity increases slowly. The same experiment is conducted in a magnetic field of 4000 Gauss (red
curve in figure A1), the resistance decreases significantly.

The photoconductivity experiment is also conducted with the automated Hall measurement system
(without the magnetic field); the results are similar and are presented in figure A2.

The difference between the two experiments (figures A1 and A2) is that the conventional
photoconductivity is performed on the entire area of the photocatalyst (175 cm2) and the second experiment
(HMS 7406) is done on the sample of area 1 cm× 1 cm.

After about 2000 s, the resistivity shows a fairly constant value. When the illumination is switched off, the
resistivity (i) does not come back to the original ‘dark’ resistivity value and (ii) there are significant variations
in the resistivity with time. It takes almost 72 h for the photocatalyst to return to its original ‘dark’ value.
These observations are repeatable not only in magnitude but also in behaviour.

The aim of conducting the electrical resistivity measurements is (i) to estimate the
relaxation/recoupment time of the photocatalyst and (ii) to ascertain the behaviour of the material is not
dependent on the size in the measurements. More detailed experiments are needed to understand the long
relaxation time of the photocatalyst: ITO/TiO2

A.1. Hall effect experiment:

The automated Hall effect experiments (HMS 7406) have been conducted on the photocatalysts described in
section 11 [46]. 1 cm× 1 cm area of the photocatalyst is isolated on the photocatalytic tube to obtain the van
der Paw configuration. Indium metal is soldered at all the four corners for ohmic contacts. The quartz tube is
placed between the magnetic poles. The UV lamp (254 nm wavelength, Sankyo Denki, Japan, 6 W) is
inserted into the quartz tube such that the photocatalyst is illuminated from the rear side (this is how the
experiments with blood have been conducted). The lamp characteristics have not been changed even after
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Figure A2. Resistivity measurement (using HMS 7406) performed on 1 cm× 1 cm ITO/TiO2 photocatalyst coated on quartz
tube. The resistivity is measured when UV 254 nm light is on (black curve) and off (red curve).

the magnetic field is applied. The fluctuations shown in the resistivity and the Hall data are repeatable over
several runs; hence they are not due to the Instrument but the property of the photocatalyst.

The details of the photon flux measurements are given in section 12. The Hall effect results are analysed
with Quantitative Mobility Spectrum Analyser (QMSA).

The Hall measurement system performs the ohmic contact check before any measurement. After the
‘dark’ measurements are successful, the illumination (254 nm wavelength) is switched on. The Hall effect
experiment in the ‘dark’ condition, shows a n-type carriers (of concentration 4.3× 1016 cm−3) for ITO/TiO2;
the Hall mobility in ‘dark’ for these electrons is 26.2 cm2 V−1 s−1. With illumination, one expects an increase
in the carrier concentration and the Hall mobility. However, the results show that the electron concentration
initially decreases and electron Hall mobility increases; one important observation is that the holes do appear
in the measurement (figure A3). With illumination, the measurement gives a mixed n and p type carrier
density (figure A3(a)); the corresponding Hall mobility of the respective carriers is given in figure A3(b)).

As a function of time, both electron and hole concentrations and mobilities are almost the same order
and the type of conductivity fluctuate (the measurement being automatic, this is true representation of the
observation). This observation reminds the limitation of the conventional Hall effect measurement when the
majority and minority carrier concentrations differ by a few orders [47]. We should invoke the detailed
analyses proposed by QMSA [45].

A.2. Photocatalysis experiments with Rhodamine Red Dye

For the quantification of efficacy, the photocatalytic results of ITO/TiO2 catalyst with 254 nm illumination
performed with 0.1 Molar freshly prepared Rhodamine B dye (of pH 7.35) is presented in the figure A4. The
photocatalytic experiment is also conducted in the presence of magnetic field (since Hall effect involves
magnetic fields). The photocatalytic activity initially decreases with magnetic field, but with increasing time,
the activity shows a slight increase.

A.3. Inference

What is known: The ITO/TiO2 is an n type semiconductor (as seen by the Hall experiments without
illumination). As soon as the 254 nm wavelength light is incident on the photocatalyst, electron—hole (e-h)
pairs are generated. The photo-generated electrons are much less in number; hence the electron
concentration (the majority carriers) in the semiconductor is practically unaltered. These photo-generated
carriers (e-h pairs) are responsible for the (exponential) decrease in the resistivity of the semiconductor as
seen from figures A1 and A2. The photo-generated carriers experience either recombination or/and trapping
at the defect levels (includes surface defects). When the photo-generation rate equals with the recombination
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Figure A3. Photo Hall effect measurements (using HMS 7406) performed on 1 cm× 1 cm ITO/TiO2 photocatalyst coated on
quartz tube. Sheet carrier density (ns) and mobility (µ) at a function of time (t) when UV 254 nm is (a) and (b) on and (c) and
(d) off.

Table A1. Parameters extracted from the photocatalysis measurements (figure A4) performed without magnetic field.

t (min) A ∆A Ct (×10−5) n1 (×1018) n180 (×1018) n0 (×1017) n0/a (×1015) n (×1013) ln(Co/Ct)

BRE 2.01 0 1.56 9.43 1.69 0 0 0 0.28
30 1.98 1.49 1.54 9.29 1.67 0.24 0.14 0.47 0.30
60 1.89 5.97 1.47 8.87 1.59 1.00 0.57 0.96 0.34
90 1.78 11.44 1.38 8.35 1.50 1.93 1.10 1.23 0.40
120 1.69 15.92 1.31 7.93 1.42 2.69 1.54 1.28 0.46
180 1.52 24.37 1.18 7.13 1.28 4.13 2.36 1.31 0.56
240 1.39 30.84 1.08 6.52 1.17 5.23 2.99 1.24 0.65
300 1.29 35.82 1.00 6.05 1.09 6.07 3.47 1.15 0.73

Total:7.64

t= time, A= absorbance,∆A= change in absorbance, Ct = concentration at time t, n1 = number of oxidized molecules per litre,

n180 = number of molecules oxidized per 180 ml, n0 = number of molecules oxidized, a= area, n= number of molecules oxidized per

unit area per unit time.

rate (along with the trapping of the carriers), a quasi-static equilibrium is established. At quasi-static
equilibrium, the semiconductor reaches a constant resistivity. In ITO/TiO2, at the quasi-static equilibrium,
the quasi Fermi level (under illumination) moves towards the valence band. At the semiconductor—liquid
interface, because of the Fermi level movement, the band bending is anticipated to bend downwards resulting
in the hole transfer across the interface facilitating oxidative process in the Rhodamine B dye. The charge
transfer (both electrons and the holes) across the interface and the intermediate reactions are quite complex.

It is well known that when the illumination is switched off, it is anticipated that the semiconductor
returns to its original equilibrium to attain ‘dark’ resistivity in a time known as ‘relaxation time’. Generally,
the relaxation time spans in milli seconds or seconds depending upon the semiconductor. However, the
observation in the present study is that the relaxation time is of the order of several tens of hours (72 h).
Several attempts: shorting the two ohmic contacts, immersion of the semiconductor in conducting water (at
room temperature), reversing the voltage terminals, did not influence the long relaxation time of this
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Figure A4. Photocatalysis measurements performed on ITO/TiO2 photocatalyst coated on quartz tube. The measurement is
carried out with magnetic field (filled circles) and without magnetic field (open circles) respectively.

ITO/TiO2 semiconductor. This observation points out that the photo-generated charge if trapped in a deep
defect level, such relaxation is possible; however, more detailed study is required for a deeper understanding.

Quantitative Mobility Spectrum Analyzer (QMSA) proposes to fit a model with concentrations and
mobility of the two types of carriers. The underlying principle being that high magnetic fields induce a
non-linearity in the mobility values, particularly of the holes because of their heavy masses (heavy holes and
light holes). When the QMSA model is applied to the data obtained in the present study, the results are very
interesting (figure A3). The holes appear intermittently and show spikes in both the carrier density and Hall
mobility. If this were true, one should also observe the oxidation kinetics of the liquid (figure A4). Under
such conditions, the pseudo first order reaction kinetics may not be valid. One very important observation
the Authors noticed very repeatedly is that when human blood is photocatalyzed, the oxidation is not linear:
it shows intermittent steps.

A.4. Quantification summary

The incident photon flux over the entire 175 cm2 area in 300 min (at 254 nm):
19.03× 1015 × 175 cm2

× (300× 60 s)= 5.99× 1022 photons
Number of Photons absorbed by the photocatalyst: 9.98× 1015 × 175 cm2

× (300× 60 s)=
3.1× 1022 Photons
Number of holes produced in the photocatalyst: 1017 × 175 cm2 = 1.75× 1019

Number of Rhodamine Red molecules oxidized in 300 min= 7.64× 1013 × 300× 60= 1.37× 1018

Efficacy of photocatalytic process: [(1.37× 1018)/(3.1× 1022)]= 0.442× 10–2%.
The quantum efficiency of the photocatalyst= [(1.75× 1019)/(3.1× 1022)]= 0.056%.
It is a little surprising to see that 16.13× 1018 holes did not participate in the oxidation process.
Since the mobility of these holes is rather low (1 cm2/v/s), some of them might have been lost in the

recombination process and some of the holes might not have enough energy for the oxidation process at the
semiconductor—liquid interface.

The Photo Hall effect is a method to quantify the Photocatalytic efficacy of Thin film Photocatalysts.
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